Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Schizophrenia and schizoaffective disorder have a lifetime prevalence of about 1% and are among the leading causes of disability^[@CR1]--[@CR5]^. Due to its early onset and its deteriorating course, schizophrenia causes an immense economic burden. A large majority of patients with schizophrenia are unemployed, and impairments in functioning across social, vocational and residential domains remain severe even during periods of remission from active psychosis^[@CR6]--[@CR10]^, resulting in costs estimated at \$62 billion in the US in 2002 and increasing three times its value a decade later. The economic burden of schizophrenia is estimated at \$155.7 billion for 2013 including excess direct health care costs of \$37.7 billion^[@CR11],[@CR12]^. Approximately 80% of patients with schizophrenia relapse within 5 years of the first episode and many do not fully recover^[@CR13]^. Moreover, the cognitive deficits and lack of insight that are core features of schizophrenia impair the patients' ability to recognize their disability or the symptoms that precede a relapse^[@CR14]^. The disorder is therefore a permanent source of anguish for patients and their families and is associated with an increased risk for suicide and general medical conditions^[@CR3],[@CR15]^. Although significant advances have been made in the understanding of the illness during the last 130 years (since Kraepelin's original classification in 1887) the underpinnings of its etiology remain unknown. There are no biomarkers that could be regularly used in clinical practice for the diagnosis of schizophrenia^[@CR16],[@CR17]^. Schizophrenia is also a very heterogeneous illness, as originally described by Bleuler in 1911 and later confirmed in several studies^[@CR18],[@CR19]^. Thus, longitudinal validation provides one of the most direct evidences of diagnostic validity^[@CR20]^.

Several studies have investigated the long-term diagnostic stability of schizophrenia. Meta-analytical evidence shows high prospective diagnostic stability in schizophrenia spectrum, but most of the literature was focused on small samples of first-episode psychosis or individuals at high-risk of schizophrenia^[@CR21]--[@CR24]^. There is also limited knowledge of the different diagnoses received by the patients around the onset of schizophrenia. Based on two epidemiological studies, An der Heiden *et al*. (2000) reported that the first psychotic episode in schizophrenia was preceded in 75% of patients by an average of 5 years of prodromic symptoms, usually negative and depressive symptoms^[@CR25],[@CR26]^. Other authors have also noted the presence of prior behavioral and affective abnormalities in patients with schizophrenia^[@CR27],[@CR28]^. Likewise, prodromal samples studied prospectively were frequently diagnosed with depression, anxiety or substance use disorders, particularly cannabis, before making a transition to psychosis^[@CR29]--[@CR31]^.

On the other hand, the current scientific paradigm is challenging the long-standing categorical perspective^[@CR32]^, in favor of a more dimensional conceptualization of psychoses^[@CR33]^. According to the dimensional model, an extended phenotype of schizophrenia in the general population (vulnerability) would underlie the less common clinical phenotype of schizophrenia^[@CR34]^. High levels of severity in different symptom dimensions would lead to clinical assessment, identification of correlated symptoms in other dimensions and finally, the diagnosis of schizophrenia. We might expect prior diagnoses corresponding to the different dimensions that have been proposed (negative, affective, psychotic, and cognitive) when studying a large sample of patients with schizophrenia.

Aims of The Study {#Sec2}
=================

To examine the diagnostic evolution of patients with schizophrenia before and after this diagnosis is made for the first time in public mental health facilities. Therefore, we investigated a large clinical sample to identify which diagnoses preceded and followed that of schizophrenia in those patients who remained in treatment. We hypothesized that the early onset of symptoms in different dimensions would be reflected in correspondingly different diagnostic pathways leading to the diagnosis of schizophrenia.

Method {#Sec3}
======

Sample {#Sec4}
------

The Madrid Psychiatric Registration System established in 1980 includes all individuals treated in public mental health centers in Madrid (Spain) until 2008. Public mental health centers are part of the National Health Services and provide free medical coverage to a catchment area of about 6,000,000 inhabitants and are funded through taxes. The Madrid Case Registry (*Registro Acumulativo de Casos de la Comunidad de Madrid*) is a naturalistic study of diagnostic stability and consistency over time of the mental disorders in the area. It includes information from all psychiatric visits to public outpatient mental health clinics in the province of Madrid, Spain between 1980 and 2008. The database includes sociodemographic information and clinical diagnoses. From 1980 to 1992, all diagnoses in the registry were coded according to the 9^th^ Revision of the International Classification of Diseases (ICD-9). Since 1992, diagnoses have been assigned according to the 10th Revision of the ICD (ICD-10). ICD-9 codes were converted to ICD-10 codes using the guidelines published by the World Health Organization (WHO, 1993). The treating clinician (a psychiatrist or clinical psychologist) entered the diagnostic codes at every follow-up visit. A maximum of 2 diagnoses per patient per visit were recorded. Diagnostic counts in this study include comorbidities (for instance, a F1-F3 diagnosis would count both as F1 and F3). A detailed description of the database can be obtained elsewhere^[@CR35]^. For this study we selected patients who met the following inclusion criteria: 1) diagnosed with schizophrenia (ICD-10 category F20) during at least one visit and 2) at least three registered diagnoses by psychiatrists or clinical psychologists (in three different visits to the outpatient clinics). In the resulting subset of patients (n = 26,163) with a diagnosis of schizophrenia during at least one outpatient visit; we examined the diagnoses given to these patients during previous visits to public mental health clinics (i.e., prior to the diagnosis of schizophrenia). All methods were performed in accordance with the relevant guidelines and regulations. The Institutional Review Board of "Hospital 12 de Octubre" and "Fundación Jiménez Diaz" approved this study.

Data analysis {#Sec5}
-------------

The probability of maintaining or changing the diagnosis of schizophrenia in the outpatient mental health visits was calculated in the 48 months following the initial diagnosis of schizophrenia. Probabilities were computed considering all the assessments made in one-month time lapses after the initial diagnosis. For each month the total number of diagnoses was added and then divided proportionally according to their distribution. If a diagnosis was missing (due to a longer delay between visits), the diagnosis recorded in the previous month was used instead.

Continuous-time hidden Markov model of longitudinal diagnostic shifts {#Sec6}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

In order to build a graph describing the sequence of diagnoses over time, a statistical model is needed that incorporates: (i) the frequencies of the transitions among mental disorders, (ii) the time lags between consecutive psychiatric visits, and (iii) the diagnostic uncertainty due to missing information in some of the records. We used a novel technique based on a continuous-time hidden Markov model (CT-HMM) to build the graphical model^[@CR36]^. This method is based on a Hidden Markov model (HMM), which posits that starting from the current state of a stochastic system or process, it is possible to establish a description of its future probability, assuming that the measures are performed regularly in time. Nevertheless, in clinical practice that is not the case due to irregular or missed visits. Taking into account these cases, CT-HMM incorporates that both changes between hidden states and the appearance of new features can occur at any time^[@CR37]^.

The model makes use of the following assumptions: (i) the different patients are instances of the same stochastic process to be modeled; (ii) the process is stationary, so that the intensity of the interaction between two diseases does not depend on the age of the subject; (iii) a patient stays in the same state (disease) until the time instant of the following medical claim; (iv) the Markov property holds, meaning that the future clinical history of a patient only depends on his/her present state, and is independent of the past. In this model, each element q~ij~ in the matrix of parameters describes the strength of the relation between diseases *i* and *j*^[@CR38]^. The time lags between clinical events are also considered, and are represented as the sum of each row's elements q~i~ = Σ~j~q~ij~, which is high if the average transition time between *i* and the next clinical event is short. Finally, records with incomplete or lost diagnoses are treated probabilistically as uncertain observations under some underlying "hidden" disorder. This uncertainty was reflected by the b~i(k)~ parameters, which described the probability of a certain diagnosis *k* if the real underlying diagnosis was *i*.

Results {#Sec7}
=======

Sample description {#Sec8}
------------------

About half of the patients in the sample were male (n = 13,941; 53.3%). Mean age at the first assessment was 37.6 years (SD = 15.5) and mean age at the first diagnosis of schizophrenia was 39.3 years (SD = 14.9). At the time of their first visit to the mental health centers the patients were generally single (n = 15,741; 62.5%), and half of them were living with their family of origin (50.5%). The patients generally had low educational attainment: 46.0% had completed less than fifth grade (n = 10,997). Only one out of every four patients was working (n = 5,964; 26.5%) while most other patients were unemployed (n = 4,820; 21.5%), homemakers (n = 3,587; 16.0%), disabled (n = 2712; 12.1%), or studying (n = 2325; 10.4%). The following variables presented missing data over 2%: marital status (n = 965), educational level (n = 2,277), and working status (n = 3,737).

Patients with schizophrenia diagnoses made 1,455,063 visits to mental health centers (mean ± SD = 96.6 ± 174.7). The total number of visits with non-schizophrenia diagnoses prior to schizophrenia was 279,245, with an average of 18.03 visits per patient (SD = 28.81).

Previous diagnoses {#Sec9}
------------------

In the sample, 56.7% of individuals (14,883/26,163) had received another diagnosis prior to being diagnosed with schizophrenia. Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} describes the diagnoses received in the first outpatient assessment at the mental health centers. Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} details the most frequent diagnoses on a per-visit basis prior to the diagnosis of schizophrenia.Table 1Most frequent diagnoses at initial assessment.ICD-10 diagnosesFrequencyPercentageF20 Schizophrenia1133043.3F4 Neurotic, stress-related and somatoform disorders451617.3F3 Mood disorders340213.0F22 Persistent delusional disorders10684.1F6 Disorders of adult personality and behavior10343.9F1 Mental and behavioral disorders due to psychoactive substance use9813.7F23 Acute and transient psychotic disorders7763.0F29 Unspecified nonorganic psychosis6562.5F9 Behavioral and emotional disorders with onset usually occurring in childhood and adolescence3451.3F25 Schizoaffective disorders2761.1F0 Organic mental disorders2631.0F7 Mental retardation2110.8F5 Behavioral syndromes associated with physiological disturbances and physical factors2050.8F8 Disorders of psychological development1450.6Total2446596.3Only diagnoses made at least in 100 visits are listed.Table 2Most frequent diagnoses until schizophrenia.ICD-10 diagnosesFrequencyPercentageF3 Mood disorders7746127.7F4 Neurotic, stress-related and somatoform disorders5046818.1F6 Disorders of adult personality and behavior242578.7F22 Persistent delusional disorders176606.3F23 Acute and transient psychotic disorders119074.9F1 Mental and behavioral disorders due to psychoactive substance use116394.3F29 Unspecified nonorganic psychosis86324.2F25 Schizoaffective disorders74883.1F0 Organic mental disorders46612.7F9 Behavioral and emotional disorders with onset usually occurring in childhood and adolescence45631.7F7 Mental retardation34681.6F3-F631471.2F3-F427891.1F5 Behavioral syndromes associated with physiological disturbances and physical factors27621.0F4-F626471.0F8 Disorders of psychological development18860.9F1-F615280.7F1-F314230.5Total25212790.3Only diagnoses made at least in 1000 visits are listed.

When comorbidities were included, the most frequent diagnostic categories prior to schizophrenia followed the order of diagnoses reported in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}: 'mood disorders' (F3; 31.3%), 'neurotic, stress-related and somatoform disorders' (F4; 21.2%), non-schizophrenia diagnoses within the category of 'schizophrenia, schizotypal and delusional disorders' (F2; 19.2%), and 'disorders of adult personality and behavior' (F6; 12.3%). With respect to psychotic disorders specifically, 7.2% of patients were previously diagnosed of persistent delusional disorders (F22), 5.0% of acute and transient psychotic disorders (F23), 3.7% of unspecified nonorganic psychosis (F29), and 3.1% of schizoaffective disorders (F25).

Transition to schizophrenia {#Sec10}
---------------------------

We then examined the probability of progression of these diagnoses to schizophrenia, considering also time proximity (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). As might be expected, the strongest associations were between the psychotic-spectrum diagnoses and schizophrenia. From the highest to the lowest probability, schizoaffective (F25) disorders, induced delusional disorders (F24), unspecified nonorganic psychosis (F29), acute and transient psychotic disorders (F23), persistent delusional disorders (F22), and schizotypal disorders (F21) were all connected with a subsequent diagnosis of schizophrenia. The transitions to schizophrenia were indirect in some cases, usually through other psychotic disorders (for instance, F24 to F22 to F20). A probabilistic link from unspecified or other affective disorders (F38 and F39) towards schizophrenia was also represented, but not from bipolar disorder or major depression. Patients with alcohol, cannabis and multiple drug use disorders (F11, F12 and F19) were consequently diagnosed schizophrenia, but a direct transition was particularly frequent for the fewer subjects with hallucinogen use disorders (F16). Some organic mental disorders appeared also in our model. The diagnosis of delirium not induced by psychoactive substances (F05) showed a high probability of direct transition into schizophrenia, while the less frequent organic amnesic syndrome (F04) usually progressed to persistent delusional disorders before. Mild and moderate cases of mental retardation (F70 and F71) were also directly linked to schizophrenia in our model. Of note, several diagnostic categories, such as anxiety (F4) and personality disorders (F6), were not represented in the graphical model.Figure 1Probabilistic links of ICD-10 diagnoses converging into schizophrenia (F20). The size of the circles indicates the frequency of the diagnoses in our sample. The color and width of the arrows describe the strength of the interactions according to the model. F04/F05: Organic amnesic syndrome/Delirium, not induced by alcohol and other psychoactive substances; F11/12/F16/F19: Mental and behavioral disorders due to use of opioids/cannabinoids/hallucinogens/multiple drug use and use of other psychoactive substances; F21: Schizotypal disorder; F22: Persistent delusional disorders; F23: Acute and transient psychotic disorders; F24: Induced delusional disorder; F25: Schizoaffective disorders; F29: Unspecified nonorganic psychosis; F38: Other mood disorders; F39: Unspecified mood disorder; F70/F71: Mild/moderate mental retardation.

Evolution/stability {#Sec11}
-------------------

Diagnostic shift from schizophrenia was more commonly toward the following diagnoses, represented by the average percentage in the first 48 months: personality disorders (F60: 4.2%), delusional disorders (F22: 3.7%), bipolar disorder (F31: 3.5%), persistent mood disorders (F34: 2.8%), acute and transient psychotic disorders (F23: 2.2%) or schizoaffective disorder (F25: 2.1%). However, the majority (64.5%) of the patients with an initial diagnosis of schizophrenia continued to receive the same diagnosis in subsequent assessments (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Patients who had a diagnostic shift from schizophrenia to a non-schizophrenia diagnosis did so generally in the first six months after the diagnosis of schizophrenia had been made. After that time interval the rates of each diagnostic category remained stable.Figure 2Diagnostic evolution of the first diagnosis of schizophrenia (F20) in the following 48 months. The upper section shows the probability (0.5--1) of maintaining the F20 diagnosis. The lower section shows the probability (0--0.05) of changing this diagnosis.

Discussion {#Sec12}
==========

This is a naturalistic study that describes which diagnoses the patients received before and after being diagnosed with schizophrenia for the first time. We found that although the most frequent prior diagnoses for those patients were anxiety (F4) and mood disorders (F3), direct transitions to schizophrenia usually came from psychotic-spectrum disorders. Furthermore, we also found that the initial diagnosis of schizophrenia is less likely to change if it is confirmed some months after its onset.

Indeed, psychotic symptoms have been noted as the best predictor of progression to schizophrenia among individuals at high risk^[@CR28]^. Schizoaffective disorders are boundary diagnoses placed halfway between bipolar disorder and schizophrenia^[@CR16]^. Schizotypal disorders and non-specified psychotic disorders are frequently used as a proxy for schizophrenia^[@CR23],[@CR33],[@CR39]^. Therefore, it is not surprising that these diagnoses showed the most probable transitions to schizophrenia (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The uncommon diagnosis of induced delusional disorder also led to schizophrenia in the short term according to our model. The literature shows that a second diagnostic look sometimes reveals that a patient with supposedly induced delusional disorder shares the same genetically driven form of paranoid schizophrenia as an affected relative^[@CR40]^. However, there are only a few case reports of this clinical entity^[@CR41]^, and more studies are needed.

In line with the high prevalence of prodromal depressive symptomatology^[@CR29]^, many patients with schizophrenia were previously diagnosed with anxiety or mood disorders. However, direct progression from affective or anxiety disorders did not appear as a probable transition to schizophrenia, implying that most patients received other diagnoses before eventually receiving a diagnosis of schizophrenia. In fact, anxiety and affective symptoms could be reactive expressions to prodromal and psychotic symptoms^[@CR42]^. Personality disorders were the third most common diagnoses after mood and anxiety disorders, and likewise they were not directly followed by schizophrenia. This might reflect the uncertainty of the clinicians, who try to avoid direct transitions between conflicting diagnoses and perhaps some caution when it comes to diagnose a chronic and severe disorder such as schizophrenia. In other words, the high frequency of less severe previous diagnoses could be due to a conservative approach dealing with diagnostic uncertainty in early stages of a mental illness.

The direct transition between alcohol or drug use disorders represented in our model agrees with the mounting evidence of a causal influence of psychoactive substances in schizophrenia, particularly cannabis^[@CR43]^. On the other hand, one study found that externalizing disorders were more frequent in the childhood and adolescence of patients with schizophrenia compared with those with bipolar disorder or depression^[@CR44]^. However, behavioral and emotional disorders with onset usually occurring in childhood and adolescence (F9) were rarely registered before schizophrenia (1.3%) and the transition from F9 to schizophrenia was uncommon in our sample.

We also found that most patients retained the diagnosis of schizophrenia in the four years after its onset (65%). Although schizophrenia has a high diagnostic stability, according to previous works, prospective consistencies can vary from 52--100%^[@CR45]--[@CR49]^. In our sample approximately 35% of the patients diagnosed with schizophrenia, presented a change in their diagnosis (prospective consistency of 65%). This finding is consistent with the 70% temporal consistency that we have previously reported for schizophrenia in another sample, mostly assessed in outpatient facilities^[@CR48]^. Overall, the results suggest that clinical assessment, which appears to be the most accurate diagnostic procedure for psychotic disorders^[@CR50]^, repeatedly maintains the diagnosis of schizophrenia once it is confirmed. Moreover, the time lapse for its confirmation agrees with the 6-month current diagnostic criteria in DSM-IV, which has been described as excessively restrictive as it might lead to the detection of chronic subjects with a worse prognosis^[@CR51]--[@CR53]^. When not confirmed, the most frequent alternative diagnoses are personality, affective or non-schizophrenia psychotic disorders.

Even though the diagnosis of schizophrenia is more common in adolescence and early adulthood^[@CR54],[@CR55]^, the risk of developing psychosis persists, and the age-incidence relationship seems to be altered by gender^[@CR56]^. The evidence to date shows that men have an increased incidence at the end of the second decade and the beginning of the third, subsequently presenting lower rates, which remain thereafter. However, in women the first peak presents later on, with a smaller second peak in middle age^[@CR55]^ and at 65 years, possibly a third peak^[@CR57]^. In our cohort the observed age of onset fits on the upper limit reported in the literature (20--40 years at disease onset^[@CR58]^). More than 50% of Kraepelin patients had onset of symptoms between ages 30 to 40, and over 20% between ages 40 to 50^[@CR59]^.

Novel approaches, supported by recent epidemiological and clinical research^[@CR60],[@CR61]^, try to consider the differential weight of dimensional traits of schizophrenia. In this study we expected to find a diagnostic pattern before schizophrenia that would correspond to the four symptom dimensions described in dimensional models^[@CR34]^. Prior affective disorders and non-schizophrenia psychotic disorders were frequent in our sample, although the former seem to precede the latter in most cases. The other two symptom dimensions proposed in patients with schizophrenia (negative and cognitive) were rarely translated into specific diagnoses. This might suggest either that clinicians disregarded negative and cognitive symptoms as being part of a more severe clinical picture (affective or psychotic) or that an asymmetrical model of dimensions involved in schizophrenia would fit epidemiological data more closely. It should be noted that diagnostic classifications have evolved over time. The diagnostic criteria of ICD 9 are based on Schneider´s first rank symptoms and overlook negative and cognitive symptoms. This is less true for ICD 10 criteria.

This study examines clinical practice in Spain in real-world conditions, as it evaluates the follow-up of a large sample of patients with schizophrenia consecutively recruited in a 30-year interval. The representativeness of the study is enhanced by the free access and wide coverage of public medical care in our country. Moreover, since residential changes to other provinces are infrequent in Spain (\<2% per year)^[@CR62]^ and visits to other mental health centers of the region would be included in the registry, our data is likely to reflect the real-world diagnostic pathways of the patients. However, some patients had probably received the first diagnosis of schizophrenia before being included in the registry or outside the system (e.g., in a private consultation). Thus, our results likely represent not only incidence cases but also prevalent cases that have increased the mean age at first diagnosis. However, other studies have also reported similar mean age at first diagnosis in schizophrenia. Despite this weakness, our results still provide an estimate of the shift patterns in the diagnosis of schizophrenia among patients who were retained in the public mental health system of Madrid. On the other hand, as structured diagnostic instruments were not used, it is unclear to what extent the clinical picture is changing immediately prior to the diagnosis of schizophrenia or in the early phases of illness, or whether clinicians vary in their ability to recognize the disorder. However, clinical evaluation seems so far to be the best diagnostic tool for schizophrenia^[@CR50]^, providing reliable and valid diagnoses when performed by mental health-specialists^[@CR63]^.

The evolution of diagnoses before and after that of schizophrenia indicates frequent initial misdiagnoses or comorbidity with affective, anxiety and personality disorders. Nevertheless, a diagnosis of schizophrenia is usually reached from psychotic-spectrum disorders or directly assigned, and once reached it is confirmed in the following six months for two of every three patients.
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